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		Build rich and collaborative applications using client-side code with React, Redux, and Firebase

	
		Key Features

		
			A practical guide covering the full stack for web development with React 16 and Firebase
	
			Leverage the power of Firebase Cloud Storage, messaging, functions, OAuth, and database security to develop serverless web applications.
	
			Develop high-performance applications without the hassle of setting up complex web infrastructure.


	
		Book Description

	
		ReactJS is a wonderful framework for UI development. Firebase as a backend with React is a great choice as it is easy, powerful, and provides great developer experience. It removes a lot of boilerplate code from your app and allows you to focus on your app to get it out quickly to users. Firebase with React is also a good choice for Most Viable Product (MVP) development.

	
		This book provides more practical insights rather than just theoretical concepts and includes basic to advanced examples – from hello world to a real-time seat booking app and Helpdesk application

	
		This book will cover the essentials of Firebase and React.js and will take you on a fast-paced journey through building real-time applications with Firebase features such as Cloud Storage, Cloud Function, Hosting and the Realtime Database. We will learn how to secure our application by using Firebase authentication and database security rules. We will leverage the power of Redux to organize data in the front-end, since Redux attempts to make state mutations predictable by imposing certain restrictions on how and when updates can happen. Towards the end of the book you will have improved your React skills by realizing the potential of Firebase to create real-time serverless web applications.

	
		What you will learn

		
			Install powerful React.js and Firebase tools to make development much more efficient
	
			Create React components with Firebase to save and retrieve the data in real-time
	
			Use Firebase Authentication to make your React user interface secure
	
			Develop React and Firebase applications with Redux integration
	
			Firebase database security rules
	
			Firebase Cloud Storage Integration to upload and store data on the cloud
	
			Create a complete real-time application with React and firebase
	
			Using Firebase Cloud messaging and Cloud functions with React
	
			Firebase Cloud Storage integration with React


	
		Who This Book Is For

	
		This book is for JavaScript developers who have some previous knowledge of React and want to develop serverless, full-stack applications but without the hassle of setting up a complex infrastructure.

	
		Table of Contents

		
			Getting Started with Firebase and React
	
			Integrate React App with Firebase
	
			Authentication with Firebase
	
			Connecting React to Redux and Firebase
	
			User Profile and Access Management
	
			Firebase Security and Rules
	
			Using Firebase Cloud messaging and Cloud functions with React
	
			Firebase and Cloud Integration
	
			Best Practices
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Getting Started with MemcachedPackt Publishing, 2013

	Speed up and scale out your web applications with Memcached


	Overview

	
		Set up the Memcached service on your server or development machine
	
		Use Memcached on your Java, Ruby, Python, and PHP applications
	
		Full of practical, real-world examples and easy-to-follow explanations
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Cornea: Fundamentals of Clinical Ophthalmology Series (Fundamentals of Clinical Opthalmology)BMJ Books, 2001


	This book is part of a series of ophthalmic monographs, written for ophthalmologists in training and

	general ophthalmologists wishing to update their knowledge in specialised areas. The emphasis of

	each is to combine clinical experience with the current knowledge of the underlying disease processes.





	Each monograph...
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Adventures in MinecraftJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Learn valuable programming skills while building your own Minecraft adventure!


	If you love playing Minecraft and want to learn how to code and create your own mods, this book was designed just for you. Working within the game itself, you'll learn to set up and run your own local Minecraft server, interact with the game...
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High Performance Computing on Vector Systems 2010Springer, 2010

	This book covers the results of the 11th and 12th Teraflop Workshop and continued a series initiated by NEC and the HLRS in 2004. As part of the TeraflopWorkbench, it has become a meeting platform for scientists, application developers, international experts and hardware designers to discuss the current state and future directions of...
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Todd Lammle's CCNA IOS Commands Survival GuideSybex, 2007
Let Todd Lammle help you master IOS commands for CCNA prep
   To become a Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA), you must learn the hundreds of IOS commands used by Cisco routers and switches. This handy reference from Cisco networking authority Todd Lammle is just what you need to master those commands.   

   From a...
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Geographically Weighted Regression: The Analysis of Spatially Varying RelationshipsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Geographical Weighted Regression (GWR) is a new local modelling technique for analysing spatial analysis. This technique allows local as opposed to global models of relationships to be measured and mapped. This is the first and only book on this technique, offering comprehensive coverage on this new 'hot' topic in spatial...
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